Rita and Levi’s story

Rita and Levi from Eastpoint Academy in Suffolk were selected to represent the Send My Friend to School campaign in 2017 as Campaign Champions.

Rita and Levi participated in our residential training, developing their skills and knowledge to campaign for the right for every child to receive a quality education.

Reporting back from the training in our blog, Levi said:

“Over the weekend we all learnt lots of new skills. The training was presented really well and built my understanding of how to campaign, speak in public and talk to MPs about the campaign…

It was a wonderful, motivating and emotional weekend.”

Since the training, they’ve been busy. They have delivered assemblies in their school to all of Years 7 and 8, and led presentations in all seven of their feeder primary schools, collecting around 700 puzzle piece schools!

They will soon be sending these puzzle pieces to their MP to show them the missing piece to the global education puzzle – the money to pay for a quality education for the 263 million children currently missing out on school.

Rita and Levi at the Campaign Champions residential training weekend with their teacher Louise.